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Advances in f ight ing cancer

Great progress has recent ly been made in 
understanding the cascade of molecular 
signals that trigger cell replicat ion, and 
compounds that block these signals when 
they run amok are of great interest as 
potent ial cancer treatments. For example, 
a promising ant icancer drug, current ly in 
clinical t rials for the treatment of 
non-small cell lung cancer, inhibits tumor 
growth by locking a signaling protein in an 
inact ive state.

While such drugs have shown efficacy in 
the clinic, resistance mechanisms that 
react ivate the signaling pathway have 
emerged. Thus, it  is vitally important to 
gain a molecular-level understanding of the 
various ways in which signaling proteins 
interact with each other. To that end, a 

research group from Genentech has used a 
suite of methods, including small-angle 
x-ray scattering (SAXS) at the ALS, to gain 
insight into a signaling pathway implicated 
in lung, colorectal, and pancreat ic cancer.

The RAS- to-RAF r elay

The init iat ion of cell division requires a 
long chain of molecular interact ions. Here, 
the focus was on a part icular sequence in 
which the signal is relayed between two 
proteins known as RAS and RAF. The 
signaling begins with the attachment of a 
growth-factor molecule to a cell?s outer 
surface. This causes RAS proteins on the 
inside of the cell membrane to bind GTP, a 
small molecule that act ivates many 
biological processes. A GTP-loaded RAS 
can then form a complex with a 
crescent-shaped scaffold protein (SHOC2) 

and an enzyme (PP1C) that 
dephosphorylates (removes a phosphate 
group from) other proteins. Once 
assembled, the SHOC2-PP1C-RAS 
complex is able to dephosphorylate its 
target: the RAF protein. The 
dephosphorylated RAF is now able to form 
a dimer, a prerequisite to proceeding on to 
the next step in the signal cascade. 

Despite decades of study, the molecular 
details underlying the dimerizat ion of RAF 
remain unclear. The Genentech research 
group had previously used the ALS to study 
competing mechanisms involved in RAF 
dimerizat ion. In this work, they sought to 
understand the molecular basis for the 
formation of the SHOC2-PP1C-RAS 
complex, through biochemical and 
structural studies.

Scient i f ic 
Achievement
Researchers from Genentech used a 
suite of methods, including 
small-angle x-ray scattering at the 
Advanced Light Source (ALS), to 
learn how an assembly of three 
proteins works together to transmit 
signals for cell division.

Signi f icance 
and Impact
The work reveals new targets for 
the development of drugs that fight 
certain types of cancer, including 
lung, colorectal, and pancreat ic 
cancer.

This complex of three proteins plays a key role in signaling cells to replicate and is thus a potent ial 
target  for ant icancer drug development . Left : Cryo-elect ron microscopy (cryoEM) density map of 
the complex. Center: Ribbon st ructure showing the act ive site and a bound molecule (yellow) 
necessary for complex format ion. Right : Model of the complex anchored to the inside of the cell 
membrane.

St r uctur es Signal Fr esh Tar gets 
for  Ant icancer  Dr ugs



Mult imodal st r uctur e studies

The researchers used cryogenic electron 
microscopy (cryoEM), protein 
crystallography at Stanford Synchrotron 
Radiat ion Laboratory (SSRL), and SAXS 
studies at ALS Beamline 12.3.1 (SIBYLS) to 
structurally characterize the 
SHOC2-PP1C-RAS complex. SAXS 
captures snapshots of large, flexible 
protein complexes in their nat ive form 
(suspended in solut ion), enabling the 
researchers to visualize dynamic aspects of 
complex formation. At the beamline, 
samples were also analyzed using size 
exclusion chromatography (SEC) and 
mult iangle light scattering (MALS). This 
high-throughput SEC-SAXS-MALS 
capability was important for validat ing 
various SHOC2-PP1C-RAS assemblies 
prior to cryoEM studies. 

Using the SAXS data, the researchers were 
able to model the conformational flexibility 
of the SHOC2 N-terminal region and 
determine its contribut ion to complex 
formation. Together with the other 
structural data, biochemical studies, and 
molecular dynamics simulat ions, the work 
answered many outstanding quest ions 
about RAS-RAF signaling, including how 
disease-relevant mutat ions affect 
assembly of the complex and how the 
SHOC2 scaffold and RAS collect ively drive 
PP1C to target RAF for dephosphorylat ion. 
In general, the work establishes fresh 
avenues for the rat ional discovery of new 
classes of inhibitors target ing the RAS-RAF 
pathway.
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Molecular models of SHOC2 and complexes (colored ribbon diagrams) overlaid with SAXS 
envelopes (grey). The bulge to the side of each molecular envelope represents the extended 
N-terminus of SHOC2 affect ing calculat ion of the envelope. KRAS and MRAS are RAS isoforms 

(funct ionally similar proteins that  have a similar but  not  ident ical amino-acid sequences).
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